LEARNER AGREEMENT
I promise that I will:

1. Show up on time and at the agreed location, as arranged.
2. Give 12 hours’ notice to the program coordinator if I need to cancel.
3. Accept if I miss three or more sessions without reason and without above notice I will
be suspended from the program until I meet with the Learnerville LDMP Coordinator to
discuss. I understand it could also impact on my place in program.
4. Turn off my mobile phone while ignition is on and store it in the glove box during the session.
5. Never smoke in the vehicle – e-cigarettes included.
6. Never come to a session under the influence of alcohol or other drugs and have zero
blood alcohol content (BAC). I understand if I do so it will impact my place in the program.
7. Accept if the mentor or Learnerville LDMP Coordinator decides that I am not in a fit
condition to drive and cancels the session.
8. Inform coordinator if my licence status changes i.e. points lost, misplace licence,
suspended etc.
9. Comply with all NSW road rules and not exceed the speed limit at any time.
10. Pay any parking or infringement fines incurred while I am driving.

LEARNER AGREEMENT
I promise that I will:

11. Take breaks when I am feeling tired, having trouble following instructions or after one

hour maximum. Longer drives can be negotiated after discussion with mentor and program
coordinator.

12. Be responsible for keeping my logbook, not losing it and making sure it’s filled in after
each session.
13. Participate in any training sessions, workshops or orientation as per program guide
lines and structure.

PLEASE TICK IF
You are OK with us using your first name ONLY in any promotions/reporting re LDMP
You are OK with us using your image promote the LDMP

Name:
Signature:

Date:

